Moms And Dads Reflect On Rear-Facing Child Car
Seats
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While rear-facing infant safety seats have actually come out on top after recent
safety checks, parents are still finding infant visibility a higher priority when it
concerns choosing how to position their child's car safety seat.
(Newswire.net -- September 22, 2014) Las Vegas, NV --

United States laws make it a requirement for infants under 12 months to be seated in a
back seat mirror

rear-facing safety seat, but some car seat makers are now suggesting infants should
remain rear-facing until they are 2, and have also recommended kids reach the height of

4'9" before a seat-belt can be used safely. Parents are now left with making the challenging decision of deciding on
when to secure babies and kids in the back of the car.

Janet Moore, a mom of 2 from Texas states... "I certainly want my 18 month year old boy to be as safe as possible
while sat in the back of the automobile, so will most likely wait til he reaches 2 and even 3 years of age before he
begins facing forward, and then wait til he reaches the suggested height before eliminating the safety seat for good."

Another mommy from New York, Joan Whiting states... "My infant girl is only 9 months old, so is still seated rearfacing. Personally, I cannot wait til she reaches her 1st birthday, so I can change the seat round, and then have the
ability to see my baby sat in the back. I actually suffer so much when she starts to cry, when I just can not see
exactly what the problem is, so although I am a very safety mindful mom, I will not be following the brand-new
suggestions when the time comes."

On lots of mothers forums, one basic concern is that parents are not being able to see a child, when seated in a rearfacing safety seat, and one guy who has picked up on that is Nevada based company co-owner, Mr Neil Speight, who
states that he also experienced the exact same issue for his two infant twins Freddie and Sebbie. He discussed how
he set out to attend to the problem, and said... "It unexpectedly dawned on me that by putting a mirror in the back of
the car, I can place it to see my twins via my drivers mirror, and the issue would be dealt with."

Neil then explained how his child line accessory company, fittingly called "Freddie and Sebbie," went on to produce
the ideal option enabling parents to leave their young kids in a rear-facing position for as long as they opted to, as
toddlers would now be visible at all times. He then went on to describe a bit about their newest product, and said...
"The luxury back seat mirror has actually been completely created by our innovative group to fit the majority of cars,
while made to the highest requirements in quality, safety and dependability. There's no chance of 7 years misfortune
with this mirror as it has been made from shatter proof glass. It's quite simple to install this 360-degree adjustable
mirror, which rotates and pivots to get that perfect angle."

Neil concluding by stating that the luxury back seat mirror has been both tested and recommended by American
moms and dads, and that it features a "Freddie and Sebbie" lifetime no-hassle totally free replacement
guarantee. The Freddie and Sebbie backseat mirror is exclusively sold on Amazon.

The full specifications for their deluxe back seat mirror can be seen here: http://www.amazon.com/Back-SeatMirror-Concentrate-Rear-Facing/dp/B00NIU69SQ/
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